INTRODUCTION
The Japanese economy grew very rapidly after World War II. It reached its heyday in the 1980's, but in the 1990's struggled through a long recession. In a previous article,' I raised two questions concerning the Japanese economy in the 1980's and the 1990's. First, until the end of the 1980's, why was the Japanese corporate practice successful in increasing shareholder wealth even though this practice appears to be in opposition to the basic legal principle of shareholder ownership? Second, why was the practice unsuccessful in the 1990's? In that article, I provided a hypothetical explanation. In this article, I would like to trace my theory in the history of Japanese corporate governance, by focusing on the question of how the Japanese legal system, particularly corporate law, has historically affected Japanese corporate governance practice.
In Section II, I will summarize my previous article and set out the typical Japanese model of corporate governance practice in the 1970's and the 1980's. I will also provide a hypothetical explanation of the Japanese enigma. Section III presents the history of Japanese corporate governance, both the legal system and the practice, by dividing the last 100 years into five eras. In Section IV, I will examine how the different characteristics of the legal reforms, whether they are the "demand pull" reform or the "policy push" reform, historically relate to their actual effect on the practice. In Section V, as the conclusion, I will summarize this historical study and its accounting for the two hidden problems of corporate law and how legal reforms have played a significant role in their resolution.
II. THE JAPANESE MODEL
At present, there are no fundamental differences in Japanese and American corporate law. They share the same foundation, that is, shareholder ownership as the end game norm. 2 In spite of its appearance to others, the Japanese corporate governance practice has always held to this foundation of the legal system of corporations. Differences in the corporate governance practices come from the different solutions of the two hidden problems of the corporate law: balancing monitoring and autonomy of management on the one hand, and balancing human capital and monetary capital on the other. The scheme to solve these problems will be different depending on the background economic markets, social norms, and legal systems. 3 While the US system uses the contract system and the law, such as poison pills and anti-takeover statutes, for stabilizing management, the Japanese system uses cross shareholdings. While the US system uses the incentive of equity, such as stock options, for motivating human capital providers, the Japanese system uses the concept of "company community." 4 The typical characteristics of the Japanese corporate governance are the following (see Figure 1 ). The core of the corporate governance is the Company Community, which consists of management, board members, and core employees. The shareholders motivate the employees by letting them act as if they were residual claimants. The monitoring system is three-staged: the first stage monitor is the Company Community, the second stage monitor is the main bank, and the third stage monitor is the capital market. I will call such a corporate governance system, which was prevailed in the 1970's and the 1980's, the Japanese model. 5 In this article, I will trace the historical balancing of these two hidden problems of the corporate law, and particularly focus on the historical relationship between the legal system and corporate governance practice in Japan. 
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III. HISTORY OF THE CORPORATE LEGAL SYSTEM AND THE
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICE
The Japanese Commercial Code, which includes the corporate law, was enacted over 100 years ago, in 1899. A unique characteristic of Japanese corporate law, compared to other laws in Japan, is its experience of many reforms. This is partly because,, in general, the corporate law is closely related to its practice, and mainly because Japanese corporate law has a mandatory nature that can be a restric-[Vol. 49 tive factor to the practice. 6 The specific corporate law provisions, which become un-harmonic with practice, must be reformed sooner or later.
The legal reforms, can be categorized by two criteria. The first is whether a legal reform influenced the practice or not. The second is who initiated a reform. Some legal reforms were initiated by the legislature in a broad sense to change the practice. 7 The other reforms were initiated by the business sectors to enable some practice which could not be done within the existing legal system. I will call the former the "policy push" reform and the latter the "demand pull" reform.
I will divide these 100 years into five eras (see Figure 2) . Reform of Commercial Code 6. The different nature of corporate laws in the United States and Japan may have led to the different scheme of stabilizing management. American corporate law is basically enabling law. It is flexible enough to allow shareholders (actually, management) to tailor the legal governance structure to be more hostile takeover-proof. While Japanese corporate law, which is basically mandatory law, is very loyal to the principle of stock majority, it leaves little room for legal arrangements for stabilizing management. Thus, Japanese corporate governance was forced to find different avenues of protection from hostile takeovers, including that of cross-shareholding.
7. One of the unique characteristics of legal reforms of Japanese corporate law is that the Committee of Legal Reform (H6sei Shingikai), which started from 1929, has played an important role. See Shinichi Asagi, "Meiji, Taisho, Showa Zenki no Keizai Shakai no Hensen to Sh6h6ten: Sens6 to Nihon Shihonshugi to Sh6h~ten [The Changes of Economic Society in Meiji, Taisho, and Showa and the Commercial Code: Wars, Japanese Capitalism, and the Commercial Code]" 71-7 Horitsu Jih5 23, 25 (1999). Because academic lawyers have been very influential in the Committee, there have been many policy-push or theory-push reforms.
A. First Era: Classic Shareholder Ownership
The first era is from 1872 to 1937, that is from the enactment of the National Bank Act (Kokuritsu Gink6 J6rei), which created the first modern corporations in Japan, to the Sino-Japanese war. This period is the "era of classic shareholder ownership" (see Figure 3) .
FIGURE 3
I. CLASSIC SHAREHOLDER OWNERSHIP By these characteristics, the majority views this era as the classic shareholder ownership period.' 4 12. Id. at 450. 13. See Okazaki, supra n. 10, at 357; Okazaki, supra n. 11, at 452. Interesting statistical data, provided by Professor Moriguchi, shows the discontinuity of labor turnover rate between the pre-war era and post-war era (see Figure 4) At the same time, continuity of the Japanese model from this era should be emphasized. In this era, selection of management from among core employees had already begun. The joint stock holding system (sdya-sei) of zaibatsu families prevented individual shareholders from intervening in management decisions. 15 Some historians insist that Japanese-style employee-oriented management control already existed in this era. 16 In 1899, the Commercial Code, based on German law, was enacted. Its corporate law put the shareholder meeting at the center of corporate governance. 17 Although in practice a board system was used, the law did not provide for it. Instead, an auditor served as the monitoring system.' 8 The business sector had been awaiting the enactment of the original corporate law as the legal basis of its industries. In that sense, it can be called "demand pull" legislation. The legislation also had policy push aspects. In particular, the substance of the law was primarily an imported system. The shareholder meeting-centered governance, which was established by the law, was harmonious with classic shareholder ownership practice.
B. Second Era: Employee Managing Company
The second era is from 1937 to 1949. This period covers World War II and the post-war occupation until the Dodge Line policies are enacted. It is the first half of the formative era of the Japanese model. I will call this period the era of "employee managing companies" 19 (see Figure 5 ). 18. Although the auditor system was imported from German law in this era, the German auditor system later became the supervisory board; Germany no longer uses the auditor system. In Japan, the auditor system has been preserved and uniquely developed.
19. See Okazaki, supra n. 10, at 373; Okazaki, supra n. 11, at 475.
[Vol. 49 II. EMPLOYEE 20 In order to allocate the limited available capital, it designated specific financial institutions (shitei kinyakikan) to finance specific firms. As a result, the status of shareholders declined, while the status of management and employees increased. 2 1 Also, monitoring by the main bank was initiated. Such wartime laws were typical policy-push legislation and at the same time very influential to the practice. Many observers consider these laws a turning point in the Japanese system and named them "the system of 40's (yonjyanen taisei)." 20. The government had the power to ratify elections and dismiss the president. The president could execute shareholder meeting decisions without the shareholders meeting. See Okazaki, supra n. 10, at 372; Okazaki, supra n. 11, at 456. In 1945, the Labor Union Law was enacted and strengthened the voice of employees. Labor unions were rapidly organized on a company basis. The Companies Reconstruction Law (Kigy6 Saiken Seibi /6), a 1947 reform,, gave labor unions the right to a voice in the reconstruction plan of each company. Additionally, the government demanded that each company organize the "management discussion board (keiei ky6gi kai)" as a place for management and employees to discuss management policy, the accounting situation, and employment policy. On the other hand, the authority of the shareholder meeting was limited and dividend payment was continually restricted. Although it is not clear how the company community concept, which is the most important characteristic of the Japanese model, 26 was created, it; appears as though its origin was in this era. It is plausible that the practice of promoting middle management to director and officer positions, and the keiei ky6gi kai, provided the prototype of the company community. It should be noted that this practice may have been harmonlious with the existing social norms, such as the egalitarian concept and the preference of human capital providers to monetary capital providers.
The Companies Accounting Emergent Response Law (Kaisha Keiri Okya Sochi H5) of 1946 gave primary control of companies that were damaged by the ending of wartime remuneration to the main bank. Also, the Central Bank of Japan offered loans to companies by forcing banks to organize loan syndicates led by the main bank. In this era, the delegated monitoring system by the main bank was systematized.27 During this period, most companies suffered excessive employment and negative income as a result of the "employee managing 23 . Besides the dissolution of zaibatsu, the Allies released farm lands to former tenant farmers (n6chi kaiho).
24. Okazaki, supra n. Another important legal reform in this era, which affected Japanese corporate governance, was the enactment of the Anti-monopoly Law of 1947. The Anti-monopoly Law prohibited the creation of holding companies and restricted the stock holding of financial institutions to five percent at each company.
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These post-war laws, which were mostly initiated by the United States for the purpose of democratizing Japanese economy and society, were strong policy push legislation which literally changed the practice. An interesting thing is that the post-war reforms basically maintained the direction of wartime reforms in regard to the employee-centrism and the main bank monitoring.
C. Third Era: Growth Oriented Governance
The third era is from 1949 to 1965. This era is the latter half of the creation era of the Japanese model. This is the period in which rapid Japanese economic growth began. In many ways, this era marked the turnaround of the Japanese system. I will call this period the "era beginning the growth-oriented governance system 30 based on the Company Community" (see Figure 6 ). III. GROWTH In comparison to the prohibition of owning stock by banks in the United States, Japanese banks are allowed to own the stock of business companies. In comparison to the German system, on the other hand, Japanese banks are prohibited from obtaining control of the firm. This regulation contributed to the creation of the Japanese main bank system.
30. See Okazaki, supra n. 11, at 476.
This era started with the so-called Dodge Line policies, which prohibited governmental financial support to companies and pro-inflation policies. 3 1 The Dodge Line policies did away with the "employee managing companies." The loan syndicates led by the main banks forced companies to lay off excessive laborers. From 1949 to 1953, many severe labor disputes occurred. During these disputes, both management and labors learned that the growth of the company is beneficial to all.
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As a result of the Dodge Line policies, infant Japanese industries suffered a severe recession that almost killed them. The Korean war, which started in 1950, saved the Japanese economy. Many Japanese industries were revived by the huge military demand.
Stock ownership was dispersed in this era. From 1947 to 1949, government-owned stock had been sold to individuals. In the 1950's, the percentage of individual stock ownership was rather high. It peaked at 69%. Reflecting such a stock ownership structure, the pressure of the capital market was strong. After removing legal restrictions, dividend rates turned high again. Even hostile takeover attempts were made quite often.
33
This process of stock distribution is analogous to the privatization of state-owned firms in Russia and Eastern European countries. In these ex-socialist countries, however, dispersed ownership does not lead to the strong pressure of the capital market, mainly because private ownership is not established.
Also, in the early 1950's, stock ownership by corporations, particularly financial institutions, began increasing (see Figure 7) .34 These corporate shareholders sought not only a good return on investments but also long-term business relationships with the invested companies. From the latter point of view, the growth of the companies was the common interest of such corporate shareholders. They also delegated monitoring to the main banks. Thus, the first phenomena of cross shareholding was observed among ex-zaibatsu groups companies, which are called keiretsu. Such an attempt to stabilize shareholding based on the dispersed ownership is a good example of balancing between monitoring and autonomy of management. The corporate governance practice in the early 1950's showed a dynamic pendulum-like movement.
In 1950, the biggest reform of the Commercial Code regarding corporations was made since its original enactment in 1899-the "external Americanization" of the corporate legal system. The shareholder meeting centered system was changed. The decision-making power of the shareholder meeting was decreased. The board of directors was created and it was given the decision-making power to issue stock. The monitoring power of the auditor was limited to accounting. Under the strong suggestion of the United States, many minority shareholder rights were created. These rights included cumulative voting, appraisal rights, inspection rights of the accounting books, shareholder derivative action, and injunction rights. moderate. An important point is that giving the board of directors the power to choose financing schemes legally allowed the management certain room to stabilize their position. Particularly, the avoidance of the preemptive right of shareholders gave the management a defensive measure against hostile bids. 37 Introducing American-type minority shareholder rights, however, had almost no influence on the practice.
D. Fourth Era: Heyday of Company Community
The fourth period is from 1965 to 1985. These 20 years were the heyday of the Japanese model (see Figure 8) . Cross shareholding began to be organized rapidly starting in 1965 and was accomplished in the early 1970's. The Company Communities successfully concentrated the energy of employees into the growth of the companies. The main bank monitoring worked well. Cross shareholding had been increasing rapidly after the "securities recession (sh6ken fuky6)" of 1961-1965. Both the banking industry and the securities industry sustained stock market prices by creating two organizations to buy and hold stocks. 38 From 1966 through the early 1970's, the stocks owned by the two organizations were sold to banks, life insurance companies and nonfinancial businesses which did business with the issuing companies. 3 9 In this period, liberalization of the market for foreign capital provided incentives to stabilize shareholding. 40 At the end of 1964, the Japanese economy suffered severely from the recession and many big companies went bankrupt, revealing their fraudulent accounting. The reform of the Commercial Code of 1974, which responded to such events, tried to build an effective monitoring system to prevent management from engaging in illegal activities. The auditor's monitoring power, which had been limited to accounting in 1950, was again expanded to monitoring illegality in general. The earlier capital-market legal requirement of certified audits was extended to all large companies.
The reform of the Commercial Code of 1981 again reinforced the auditor system. Big companies were required to have more than two auditors, one of which was full time. This reform also strengthened shareholder rights relating to the shareholder meetings, such as the shareholders' proposal right and the right of voting by mail. The reform also prohibited giving benefits to specific shareholders, thus precluding professional shareholders (s~kaiya).
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Most of these reforms were policy push reforms, except the enactment of bonds with warrants in 1981. The major point of these two reforms was to strengthen the monitoring power of auditors. The auditor has, however, never been an effective monitor. In that sense, these reforms had little effect on the practice. The reforms of the auditor system were legislative responses to the scandals of large companies during the recession and they were acceptable to the company communities. The company communities would not have accepted a reform of the board because the board of directors had already been deeply implemented in the company community. The plural auditor system, however, simply provided the members of the company community another post.
E. Fifth Era: Transition
The fifth era is from 1985 to the present. This is the era of bubble economic growth and recession after the bubble burst. I will call this period the "era of governance imperfection post-economic growth and internal Americanization" (see Figure 9) . In the 1980's, Japanese economic growth slowed down. In 1985, the bubble emerged and until it burst at the end of 1989, the Nikkei Dow almost tripled (see Figure 10) .42 Japanese management enjoyed free cash flow for the first time in history and they wasted it.
4 3 Japanese corporate governance was good at encouraging the growth of the company but had never experienced the need to monitor for efficient use of free cash flow. In the 1990's, after the bubble burst, the Japanese economy suffered a long recession. Japanese corporate governance was forced to change. The 1990s were the transition era of Japanese corporate governance.
The first important change was the retreat of the main bank. The source of corporate financing had been shifting from bank loan to equity and straight bond financing. Bank loans are no longer a dominant source of financing to Japanese companies (see Figure 11) . The second change is the decrease of the cross shareholding rate and the stable shareholding rate. From 1990 to 1998, the former decreased more than 3 percent and the latter decreased more than 7.5 percent (see Figure 12) . 45 Cross shareholding partners and stable shareholders began to sell off their partners' stock when the stock investment return became lower than the long-term prime rate in 1990 (see Figure 13) . Not only has cross shareholding decreased in general, but the capital market has also been selecting good companies and bad companies. The difference in the aggregate price of all issuing stocks from the top 10 percent and bottom 10 percent of the Tokyo Stock Ex- change first listing companies expanded from 68 times at the end of 1989 to 300 times in September 1999. 47 The stock market quickly responds to restructuring plans of issuing companies. Generally speaking, stock prices will rise after the release of drastic layoff plans. Not a small number of presidents were forced to resign because of poor stock price. Stockholding by foreign institutional investors increased and they have continued to use their voice as in their home countries. The number of shareholder derivative actions also increased after the legal reform in 1993. 48 Japanese individual shareholders became sensitive to their rights as shareholders.
Overall, the presence of shareholders, which used to be hidden, was revealed in the 1990's. They began to use their direct monitoring power either by exit or by voice.
The third and maybe the most important change is the destruction of lifetime employment. 4 9 Employees began to feel that the implicit promise of lifetime employment had been breached or would be breached. These feelings became particularly strong after 1997, when some big companies, including Yamaichi Securities Firm, went bankrupt, and responding to the pressure of capital markets, many big companies were forced to lay off employees. Lifetime employment was one of the main premises of the Company Community. The destruction of lifetime employment will inevitably change the concept of the Company Community. Actually, each Japanese company is now struggling to find a new direction of corporate governance, whether abandoning the community concept completely or keeping its benefits in some ways.
These three major changes in Japanese corporate governance practice were initiated by the changing background economic market. Those social norms that no longer were in harmony with the background economic market had to change. In other words, such a balancing mechanism is the strength of Japanese economy.
In the 1990's, the Commercial Code was frequently reformed. The characteristic of the legal reforms of the 1990's is that most of them were caused by the pressure of business people and they had quick and direct influence on corporate governance practice. In that sense, they are demand pull reforms.
In 1990 and 1993, bond issuing was deregulated. The issuing of straight bonds dramatically increased after these legal reforms. Such a diversity of debt selection and the decline of the main bank system are causes and results of each other. The deregulation of stock buybacks in 1994 and, particularly, the allowing of redemption by profit in 1997, has given management a way of returning free cash flow to the shareholders. 50 In 1997, the stock option was also permitted and many companies adopted it soon after the enactment. 5 1 Creation of the holding company, which had been prohibited by the Antimonopoly Law since 1947, was allowed in the same year. Many companies declared their plan of adopting the holding company system. I think that the adoption of stock options and holding companies, both legally and practically, reflects the changes in the Company Community. In 1998, deregulation of stock investment by pension funds, which will have a huge potential effect on corporate governance, was effected. In 1999, the share exchange as a mechanism to make a wholly owned subsidiary was introduced, which makes both the creation of holding companies and mergers-and-acquisitions easy.
Decreasing the filing fee of shareholder derivative actions in 1993 was not a demand pull reform, but a traditional policy push reform on the Commercial Code. For a policy push reform, it had an unusual effect on practice. The number of derivative actions drastically increased after the reform. In the past, such a phenomenon has had a significant effect on corporate governance. Although other policy push reforms, such as requiring the board of auditors and an outside auditor for large companies, 52 and decreasing the minimum stock owning requirement for the inspection right of accounting books were also made in 1993, they have had almost no effect on practice so far.
In the 1990's, the mandatory nature of Japanese corporate law was partly changed by the demand pull reforms. Mandatory laws 52. The outside auditor must not have been either a director, a manager, or an employee of the company and its subsidiaries in the last five years (Audit Special Exception Law art. 18). Most outside directors were ex-directors or ex-employees who returned more than five years after their retirement. Real outside auditors, who had never belonged to the company community, were very rare. Just since 2002, at least half of auditors are now required to be outside directors, i.e., individuals who have never been directors, managers, nor employees of the company or its subsidiaries.
[Vol. 49 prohibiting demand practices have been individually changed into enabling law.
53 I call such phenomenon "internal Americanization."
IV. U.S. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEGAL REFORMS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The characteristics of corporate governance practice arise from solutions to the two hidden problems of corporate law. These solutions have historically depended on many factors, in particular, background economic markets, social norms, and legal systems. The legal system does not define corporate governance practice. Rather, it is only one factor. We can observe some legal systems that gave direction to the practice. But we can also observe some cases in which the pressure from the practice changed the legal system.
We have examined the relationship between legal reforms and corporate governance practice over 100 years by using the analytical framework of policy push reform and demand pull reform. The demand pull reforms are, by definition, expected to be immediately used in practice. Therefore, most demand pull reforms affected practice, but they were causes and results of each other. On the other hand, the policy push reforms which influenced practice are relatively rare.
The legal reforms which were the most influential to corporate governance practice are the series of special laws enacted during the war and the occupation period. These typical theory push reforms, which combined the background economic market and Japanese social norms, 5 4 gave the direction to the Japanese model. Some other legal reforms from this period, such as the enactment of the Labor Union Law, 55 the prohibition of the holding company and the stockholding restriction placed on banks by the Anti-monopoly Law also greatly influenced practice.
On the other hand, the two flag issues of many post-war reforms of corporate law-the strengthening of minority shareholders' rights 5 7 and the strengthening of the auditor system, which are typical theory push reforms-appear to have had almost no influence on the practice of corporate governance. These reforms gave neither shareholders and management the incentive to use them, nor had the power of direct regulations as in the wartime legislation.
An exceptional policy push reform, which affected the practice, was the decrease in filing fees of the shareholder derivative action in 1993. This reform had a huge announcement effect and stimulated the incentive of shareholders to sue directors during the circumstance of "post economic growth governance imperfection." With this reform, Japanese management became reluctant to balancing stakeholders' interests.
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The characteristic of legal reforms of the 1990's is that there are many demand pull reforms, which had immediate influence on the practice. This phenomenon reflects the transition of the Japanese corporate governance.
V. CONCLUSION
When we glance back through the history of Japanese corporate governance, we find pendulum-like movements between the relative power of shareholders and employees (see Figure 14) .
During the first era of classic shareholder ownership by the zaibatsu families, shareholders' power was overwhelming. But, as a result of the zaibatsu's policies aimed at increasing employee retention, employees were able to gradually increase their power.
During the second era of the "employee managing company" under governmental regulations, shareholder power was restricted by wartime laws, which simultaneously increased employee power. Even after the war, during the occupation period, the trend of increasing employee power continued. The government encouraged employee participation in management. The inefficient "employee management company" was sustained by governmental subsidies. 57 . I am skeptical about the argument that the strength of minority shareholders' rights is significantly related to the degree of dispersed ownership and corporate governance practice. See Rafael La Porta, et al., "Legal Determinants of External Finance," 52 J. Fin. 1131 Fin. (1997 . The establishment of shareholder ownership as the end-game norm, in other words, the establishment of private property ownership, looks more important.
58. In the bankruptcy of Yamaichi, for example, Fuji Bank, the main bank of Yamaichi, was reported to have refused to rescue Yamaichi because of the fear of shareholder derivative action. See Nikkei, Dec. 2, 1999 (evening version) p. 5. against hostile takeover attempts, management initiated cross shareholding.
During the fourth era of the Company Community and the main bank, stock ownership was stabilized and the power of employees became so strong it was deemed "employeeism."
During the fifth era of the bubble economy, the power of employees grew even stronger. The Company Community enjoyed free cash flows which alleviated its need to seek external funds, thus further increasing its autonomy. After the bubble burst and a long recession began, the power of shareholders dramatically increased again.
The balance between shareholder monitoring and the autonomy of management has had similar movements (see Figure 15) . However, as a result of the existence of monitors other than shareholders, these fluctuations have generally been less severe. Particularly during the fourth era, the heyday of the Japanese model, a good balance was achieved. The balance was destroyed after the bubble emerged, when even main bank monitoring was ineffective. The fluctuations during the fifth era were drastic, and similar movement can be observed during the second era.
There were four drastic shifts in power. The first two changes, which occurred between the first and second eras and the second and third eras, were both policy push changes. On the other hand, the third change between the third era and the fourth era, and the fourth change during the fifth era were both demand pull changes.
The corporate legal systems of the United States and Japan are quite similar, yet we can observe big differences in the practice of corporate governance. It appears as though the effect of the legal system on corporate governance practice is not great. When we observe the history of legal reforms, however, we can see how the legal system has played an important role in creating corporate governance practice.
The actual effect of legal reform on the practice depends on the coordination of practical demands, which is the creature of the background economic market and social norms. The demand pull reforms, which are the result of practical demands, mostly have immediate influence on the practice. The influential policy push reforms, on the other hand, either have the power of direct regulation or successfully stimulate the practical demands.
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